
 
XI a 
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1. p. 29 - ‘What diaries can and can’t do for you’. Translate the article into Bulgarian 

2. p.34 – ex.3, 4 

 

XI б, в клас 

Use of English practice:Test send it to my email till Friday:nobi_yordanovaa@abv.bg 

 Grammar 
 
  

1 Correct the underlined words. 

 
0 ‘Dan is going to be late.’ 

Jackie said Dan is going to be late. 

 

was 

1 ‘Do you know Mark?’ 

Harry asked Sally did she know Mark. 

 

....................  

2 ‘I don’t have much money.’ 

Tom said I don’t have much money. 

 

....................  

3 ‘We haven’t seen the film before.’ 

Ben said we haven’t seen the film before. 

 

....................  

4 ‘What are you doing?’ 

Mum asked us what are you doing. 

 

....................  

5 ‘I love chocolate.’ 

Claire said she loves chocolate. 

 

....................  

 
___/5 marks 

 



   
2 Underline the correct answer: a), b) or c). 

 
0 Mum _______ for disturbing us. 

 a) refused b) persuaded c) apologised 

1 Our teacher _______ that there would be another test soon. 

 a) explained b) told c) persuaded 

2 Dad _______ going out for supper. 

 a) invited b) suggested c) persuaded 

3 Ted _______ to help me. 

 a) agreed b) ordered c) invited 

4 Maria _______ Fred not to go. 

 a) suggested b) said c) begged 

5 I _______ to repeat what I’ve just said. 

 a) ask b) refuse c) suggest 

 
 ___/5 marks 

 
 
 
 
Revision -Unit check-Third conditional,wb-p.72,ex2-wb,p73 
 
revision,wb.ex 3,vocabulary-Anger,unit check p.77-wb. 
 

 

 
XI г клас  ЗП   
 
 Use of English 
  

1 Complete the sentences with the words from the list.  
sounds like | is connected to | recommend visiting  
loved every | have an early | meant to  
than a couple | start exploring | actually  
check in | long way  
 
0 Wow, this sounds like a great trip!  
1 This story is _________ the ancient history of the town.  
2 Tony, do you _________ the Arts and Crafts Museum?  
3 That was an unforgettable holiday and Petya _________ moment of it.  
4 You need more _________ of days to get to know the place.  
5 Hi, Mira! I _________ write you last week but I was really busy.  
6 The Petrovs were planning to _________ night so they went back to the hotel right after the excursion.  
7 You can visit this website and _________ the facts about this place.  
8 First, you need to _________ and then you can go to the gate.  
9 I didn't _________ see her - I just heard her voice.  
10 Washington is a _________ from Sofia. 



 

2 Complete the sentences with the words from the list.  
hike sea view hotel vouchers flight cruise package holiday  
0 Martin loves to hike in the Rhodopes.  
1 They are going on a _______ around the Mediterranean.  
2 I prefer going on _______ a to organising a holiday on my own.  
3 How long is the _______ to Tokyo?  
4 The travel agent is going to give you some _______ .  
5 Every tourist wants a room with a _______.  

 
3 Rewrite these questions in reported speech. Use the given beginning.  

0 Who did you see at the meeting?  
She asked me who I had seen at the meeting.  
1 Why are you crying, Maria?  
Tom wanted to know ____________________________  
______________________________________________  
2 What’s on TV tonight, Max?  
Lara asked _____________________________________  
______________________________________________  
3 Where were you at 10 pm last Monday.  
The police officer wanted to know __________________  
______________________________________________  
4 Why did you lie to me, Peter?  
Andy asked Peter ________________________________  
______________________________________________  
5 What time will daddy come home?  
The little girl asked her mum _______________________  
______________________________________________ 



4 Rewrite these questions in reported speech. Use the given beginning.  

0 Can I help you, mum?  
Andy asked his mother if he could help her.  
1 Have you seen the Colosseum in Rome?  
Tom wanted to know _____________________________  
2 Did you write your homework for today, Hannah?  
The teacher asked ________________________________  
3 Is Martha coming to dinner tomorrow, Desi?  
Mum asked Desi _________________________________  
4 Can George explain this matter more clearly?  
The teacher wanted to know _______________________  
5 Have you got a laptop or a tablet on you, Peter?  
The girl asked ___________________________________ 

5 Rewrite these sentences in the passive. Use the given beginning.  

0 They produce about 200,000 tonnes of wine are produced in Bulgaria every year.  
About 200,000 tonnes of wine are produced in Bulgaria every year.  
1 They use the famous Bulgarian rose oil to make some of the most expensive perfumes.  
The famous _____________________________________  
______________________________________________  
2 They produce one gramme of rose oil out of 1000 rose blossoms.  
One grammme of rose oil __________________________  
______________________________________________  
3 Every year on 1 March Bulgarians exchange martenitsas.  
Martenitsas ____________________________________  
______________________________________________  
4 They sent the Bulgarian folk song Izlel e Delio Haydutin in space in 1977.  
The Bulgarian folk song Izlel e Delio Haydutin… _______  
______________________________________________  
5 A Bulgarian named Peter Petroff invented the first digital wristwatch.  
The first digital wristwatch ________________________  
______________________________________________ 

 

11 г клас ЗИП 

 

1 Rewrite these sentences in the active voice. Use a suitable subject.  

0 About 200,000 tonnes of wine are produced in Bulgaria every year.  
They produce about 200,000 tonnes of wine are produced in Bulgaria every year.  
1 The ancient Roman influence on Bulgaria can still be found in many Bulgarian cities.  
______________________________________________  
2 Two monks invented the Cyrillic alphabet in the 10th century.  
______________________________________________  
______________________________________________  
3 Shopska salad is made out of tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, raw or roasted peppers, and white brine cheese.  
______________________________________________  
______________________________________________  
4 In 1185, Veliko Tarnovo was declared capital of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom by the brothers Asen and Peter.  
______________________________________________  
______________________________________________  
5 In 1864, the first printing press in Bulgaria was established in Ruse.  
______________________________________________  



2 Complete the sentences so that are true for you.  
0 I can’t stand being on my own in the dark.  
1 I prefer ______________________________  
2 I don’t like ____________________________  
3 I don’t mind ___________________________  
4 When I finish school I want to _____________  
5 I always avoid __________________________  

3 Complete the sentences with the correct from of the verbs in brackets.  

0 Let’s stop to have (have) a coffee.  
1 My parents never let me ______ (go) to the cinema on my own.  
2 Monika has invited Ivan ______ (come) round for lunch on Friday.  
3 I’d prefer _______ (know) the truth.  
4 Don’t make me ________ (lie) to you.  
5 It hasn’t stopped ________ (rain) all day.  

4Correct the mistakes in the sentences. One sentence is correct.  

0 Dani is really interested of taking pictures.  
Dani is really interested in taking pictures.  
1 My mother is always angry with us when we don’t tidy up our rooms.  
______________________________________________  
2 This is the place in where we found the lost coins.  
______________________________________________  
3 Brian asked Maya did she know all the answers.  
______________________________________________  
4 The airport is being closed today because of thick fog.  
______________________________________________  
5 The boy told his teacher he didn’t write his homework.  
______________________________________________  
 

 


